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Boat Talk
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DATE TO REMEMBER
FOOD TRUCK EVENT
Hosted by Quebec Crew on
Friday, 15th February, 2019
4.00 pm to 8.00 pm

Photo: Sandgate 1 and 2 involved in the search for a
missing person in the Brisbane River

Around the Rigging
Welcome to our new Members. We look forward to
seeing you around the base.
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FULL
MEMBERS

WATERSIDE
ASSIST

Rob Greenish
Chris Hives

Ari Afflekt
Peter Armstrong
Stephen Beech
Stuart Border
Jeff Campbell
Leon Giese
Chris Martin
Marc Rielly
Liam Rolston
Tony Yin

Peter O'Brien
Harry Rainbird
Po Skipps
Mark Smith

Maurice Sorbello
Ray Stewart

VMRB volunteers will be providing a safety service
by doing the skeds for this year’s Surf to City race.
Think of our volunteers as they man the radios from
5pm on Saturday, 9th February until 6 am on Sunday
10th February.

Australia Day was a little different in our area this
year. There was a Family Picnic Day along the creek
area, commencing around 11am following the
ceremonies at Sandgate Town Hall. Sixty-one new
Australian citizens were welcomed in the Australia
Day ceremony. Cr Jared Cassidy promoted the day,
and with support from Stirling Hinchliffe MP, the free
bbq provided courtesy of Cr Cassidy and Rod
Chiapello (McDonalds Bracken Ridge) was a great
success. After a quick demonstration by Rod of how
to prepare a burger the McDonalds way, our Crew
Members managed the cooking of burger patties and
sausages and preparation of fillings with assistance
from staff of the Brisbane City Council Deagon Ward
Office. McDonalds Bracken Ridge also donated
cordial and cold water in dispensers, and the VMRB
bar was open for stronger cooling drinks.
Thanks must go to the many Crew who came along
and assisted in so many ways, and to Sandgate
Paddling Club, PVOCC Outriggers and Xiang
Shorncliffe Dragon Boat Club for mounting displays
and providing on water try-outs.
The two young men who entertained first and the
following band, The Diversion, who were playing on
our verandah were appreciated. The jumping castle
and gelato stand made sure everyone was catered
for. The afternoon finished with the traditional Billy
Kart Derby in Cotton Street at 16.00. See pages 7
and 8 for photos by Paul Neill Photography of the
Australia Day picnic at our base.
On page 4 you will see we have entered a
partnership with Brownsea Scouts to recycle cans
and bottles. Not only does this reduce landfill but
also provides a fundraising opportunity so you are
invited to put your cans, etc. in our red bins.

Have you liked our VMR Brisbane Facebook Page? Stay up-to-date with
all the latest VMR Brisbane news, photos and events! @VMR Brisbane

VMR Brisbane is
proudly supported by

95 Allpass Pde, Shorncliffe Qld 4017 Ph: 07 3269 8888 Fax: 07 3269 2245
www.vmrbrisbane.com.au
A/H Emergency 0428 022 881
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February 2019 Crew Roster
Sat
Sat
Sat
Sat

President’s
Report

2
9
16
23

Bravo
Foxtrot
Charlie
Alpha

Sun 3
Sun 10
Sun 17
Sun 24

Tango
November
Papa
Quebec

March 2019 Crew Roster
Sat
2
Sat
9
Sat 16
Sat 23
Mon 30

Happy New Year to all our Members and welcome to
our newest Members.
We have had quite a busy January with lots of assists
and Search and Rescues.

Bravo
Foxtrot
Charlie
Alpha
Bravo

Sun
Sun
Sun
Sun
Sun

3
10
17
24
31

Sierra
Tango
November
Papa
Quebec

This is what our Volunteers train for, to help and give
back to our Community.
We played host to this year’s Australia Day by the
Bay and this may become a regular thing if we
receive enough positive feedback on the change
from the usual setting of Moora Park.
Thank you to all the Volunteers that gave up part of
their Australia Day to make sure everyone was fed
and no one went thirsty.
It is great to see so many people enjoying our little
corner of Brisbane.
Some of you may have heard or seen the “Review
into Volunteer Marine Rescue Organisations in
Queensland” requested by the Hon Craig Crawford,
Minister for Fire and Emergency Services. If you are
interested in the review or would like to submit a
comment or feedback you can find it on the QFES
website https://www.qfes.qld.gov.au/Pages/ReviewVMR.aspx. It is an interesting read and something
that is well overdue in Queensland. While this is only
a preliminary high level review we would like to thank
the Hon Craig Crawford and Campbell Darby DSC
AM for taking the time to talk to those of us from the
back deck, to see and hear our thoughts on this very
important Maritime Service in Queensland.
While this review is underway please rest assured
VMR Brisbane will be Here For You 24/7 while you
are enjoying Moreton Bay and surrounding
waterways.
Safe Boating
Thomas Grice
President, VMRB

Charlie Crew’s Shane, John, Jezza and Ian gaining
hands-on experience with the pump.

Not Your Average Crew Day
The start of an unusual emergency repair by Alpha
Crew on the 12m catamaran with 20 people on board
(that made it from the southside) on Australia Day. It
continued to sail but rough seas thwarted its efforts
to get to Moreton Island!

Groups of VMRB
Our Association is made up of the following clubs.
Please click on the logo to find out more details.

.
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Activation Report
JANUARY
4th - Brisbane Water Police tasked Sandgate 2 to
investigate a sinking vessel in Nudgee Floodway.
Nino, Gordon and Michael found the 11.9 m Adams
yacht definitely sinking and, after boarding and
finding out the registration number, the Water Police
contacted the owner. The owner advised our crew
where to find a key so they were able to enter the
boat and pump the knee-deep water out. By then the
owner (who had a broken arm) had been brought to
his boat by neighbours in kayaks. Luckily the battery
was marginally above the water and he was able to
start the motor and return to his mooring at QCYC in
CTC.

6th - Assist owner with sinking pontoon at Norman
Park.
12th - We attended a sunken vessel in Nudgee Creek
There wasn’t any assistance we could give. The
owner was in New Zealand at the time and the
people on the boat are his friends retrieving
valuables.

16th - Tow a disabled powerboat with 2 POB from the
Brisbane River to Whyte Island boat ramp.
16th - Sandgate 2 towed a broken down 6.2mtr white
Stacer with 4 persons on board from the Brisbane
River near Fort Lytton back to Whyte island boat
ramp.
19th - Tow a disabled powerboat with 5 POB from
Tangalooma to Nudgee floodway. (Photos next
column.)

19th - Water Police call out at 9.30pm to search
Brisbane River for missing person. Called off at 1am
in morning after nothing found.
20th - Activated again by Water Police at 8.30am to
resume search of Brisbane River for missing person.
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ACTIVE CREW ANNIVERSARY
Congratulations and thank you to the following
crew members who volunteered more than 5 years
ago and who joined in January.
Micheal Overend
Glenn Philip
Cameron Pegler

1994
1999
2007

Called off after 5 hours after nothing found. (Sadly
the missing person’s body was located in the river
the next day.)

26th - A 12m catamaran with 20 POB had an engine
failure and ran into the QCYC pontoon and holed one
hull above the waterline. The vessel was towed by
Sandgate 2 to the VMRB pontoon and the hole
patched. Despite enterprising repairs by our duty
crew, rough seas meant the passengers never made
it to Tangalooma to celebrate Australia Day.

26th - Neil Sheppard reported that their Sunday crew
day actually started with an “after hours call on
Saturday night to assist a 38’ yacht with 1 POB that
was taking on water in Cabbage Tree
Creek. Michael and John accompanied me as we
headed up the creek to locate the vessel upstream
of the Deagon Slipway.
(Cont’d page 4)
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Activation Report (Cont’d)

December in Summary

It was low tide, but thankfully the tide was at least
rising, so we gingerly made way. By the time we
arrived, the vessel was leaning over and was well
and truly flooded. We soon had our water pump up
and running and after about an hour the vessel
started to right itself. Another half hour and the vessel
was stable with little remaining water in the
bilge. The owner advised that during the afternoon
the vessel had been pushed up along the bank
making the boat lean slightly. With all the dry
weather the freeboard timber planks had shrunk
letting the water in.”

Activations:

27th – “Sierra Crew went back up the creek to check
on the owner and the vessel from the overnight
call. Thankfully the vessel was afloat and the owner
in good spirits. Later in the morning we received a
request for a vessel with engine trouble and 3 POB
located at the mouth of the Brisbane River. The wind
was blowing 15+ knots from the north east so it was
a bumpy ride from Cabbage Tree Creek. We soon
had the 5.5 metre vessel under tow on our way to
Whyte Island boat ramp.”

Fuel Used (L):
People assisted:

25
1,903
35

Food Trucks Event
Foxtrot Crew were on duty for the first Food Event
evening of 2019 on Friday, 18th January with
boutique beers provided by the All Inn Brewing Co.
Greg Josephson provided excellent music
throughout the evening and there were some
different trucks including the Greek truck and the
double decker Waffle bus. On 15th February, Quebec
Crew will be in charge of the bar. Come along and
support your club while having a night off the
domestic chores.
Club members are invited to stay later to take the
opportunity to catch up with fellow members; you can
meet upstairs if you like.

VMRB Management
There are still vacant positions to assist VMRB
Management which we need to fill to give our
squadron the best possible chance to operate
efficiently. The positions are:
 Administration Officer
 Grants & Funding Officer
 Corporate Relations Officer
 Community Events & Social Activities Organiser
If you can help us out with any of these positions,
would like to have more information on what is
involved, or know someone else we could ask,
please contact President Thomas Grice.

Recycling/Fundraising Initiative
28th - Tow a disabled vessel with 2 POB from Dohles
Rocks to South Pine River, Bald Hills.
Thank you to all the crews who are able to assist with
any activations and who are on standby. We really
appreciate receiving activation details and photos to
help promote VMR Brisbane. Please email any
information through to editor@vmrbrisbane.com.au
and also to social.media@vmrbrisbane.com.au

Brownsea Scouts have installed plastics and glass
recycle units within their area and given VMRB two
red collection bins. People are asked to put cans, etc,
into the bins then the contents will be transferred to
the Scout collection area by the Tuesday Crew and
Scouts will split the proceeds with us. It is a win-win
situation: reducing rubbish by recycling and fund
raising for two organisations at the same time.

VMR BRISBANE
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Flashback

2. BLUEBOTTLE STINGERS

You may remember back in November when Charlie
Crew extracted a yacht from under the walkway on
the Brisbane River. Here’s a photo taken on 5th
January of the damaged walkway and also the boat
which suffered structural damage.

Early in January, Cr Cassidy warned that there were
bluebottle stingers washed up along the Sandgate /
Brighton foreshore. Unusually strong north-easterly
swell conditions pushed the bluebottles onshore
They were noticed in CTC too.

Misuse of CH-16 VHF Radio

Found In Local Waters
1. SEAHORSE
On 14th January, Protect the Sandgate Waders
reported:
“Young fisher Isaac pulled out a seahorse at the
Shorncliffe Pier. First we thought that this is a
strange looking lure, but then it moved. Luckily the
hook was only under the skin at the rear of its neck
and we were able to remove it easily. After a few
quick photos, we returned it to the sea. After a
short time, it disappeared into the darkness of the
water. We never ever expected to find those
hypercute little critters in our area.”

On the afternoon and evening of 2nd January 2019,
a male person was heard broadcasting on Channel
16, VHF marine radio in an improper
manner. Channel 16 is a designated emergency
frequency primarily for calling, distress, urgency and
safety priority calls between ships and coastal radio
stations.
The broadcasts contained vulgar and offensive
language, insults and targeted marine rescue
volunteers conducting listening watches between the
Sunshine Coast and Gold Coast. At times the male
person was rambling, and his transmissions were
repetitive and unintelligible. The male person was
politely requested to keep the emergency channel
clear and desist from transmitting further
broadcasts. The male person continued his reckless
and belligerent conduct for hours during which time
water police and volunteer organisations were
following up on a search and rescue incident
involving a genuine ‘mayday’ call.
The actions of the male caused substantial
interference and disruption of the emergency
frequency by recklessly occupying the frequency
without reason and potentially putting lives at risk.
Water Police Brisbane subsequently conducted an
investigation which resulted in a 41 year old male
from Manly being taken into custody. The male was
issued a notice to appear in relation to unlicensed
operation of a radio-communication device and
recklessly causing interference with radiocommunications.
Water police would like to remind recreational
boaties that all broadcasts on the emergency
frequencies are recorded and there are serious
penalties for misuse.
The Australian Communication and Media Authority
website contains information on correct marine radio
protocols and how and where to obtain a marine
radio licence.
If you have information for police, contact Policelink
on 131 444 or provide information using the online
form 24hrs per day.
You can report information about crime anonymously
to Crime Stoppers, a registered charity and
community volunteer organisation, by calling 1800
333 000 or via crimestoppersqld.com.au 24hrs per
day.
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Enjoying Our Hot Weather?
When we can be near the water, we generally find
the hot weather more tolerable. However there are 2
major concerns when the weather gets very warm.
1. HEAT IN CARS
Every year in Australia it is estimated about 5,000
children are left in cars and there are no figures for
animals also left in vehicles. Heatstroke, brain injuries
and death are common consequences.
About 3 years ago, chef Matt Moran conducted a
cooking demonstration on Bondi Beach. His oven was
an ordinary car, sitting in the sun, and he cooked some
lamb. It highlighted how quickly vehicles heat up to
extremely high temperatures.
Between 1.09.17 and 31.08.18, Ambulance Victoria
responded to 1587 callouts for people locked in cars
across Victoria, with the vast majority being cases
involving toddlers and babies. And it is hotter for longer
in Queensland.
Young American footballer, Tyrann Mathieu is well
known for accepting challenges. As a dog lover, his
intention was to show how quickly the temperature rose
in a locked car. He shut himself in a car when it was
32°C outside to see how long he could last. He gave
up after 8 minutes when the inside temperature reached
49°C. Tests have shown temperatures can be 30°C
hotter in a parked car than outside. Even leaving a
window open does not stop the temperature rising.
2. SNAKES
3000 bites are reported annually.
300-500 hospitalisations
2-3 deaths annually.
Average time to death is 12 hours. The urban myth that
you are bitten in the yard and die before you can walk
from your chook pen back to the house is a load of
rubbish. Let’s start with a basic overview.
There are five genus of snakes that will harm us
(seriously):
Browns, Blacks, Adders, Tigers and Taipans.
All snake venom is made up of huge proteins (like egg
white). When bitten, a snake injects some venom into
the meat of your limb (NOT into your blood). This
venom cannot be absorbed into the blood stream from
the bite site.
It travels in a fluid transport system in your body called
the lymphatic system (not the blood stream). Now this
fluid (lymph) is moved differently to blood. Your heart
pumps blood around, so even when you are lying dead
still, your blood still circulates around the body. Lymph
fluid is different. It moves around with physical muscle
movement like bending your arm, bending knees,
wriggling fingers and toes, walking/exercise etc.
Now here is the thing. Lymph fluid becomes blood after
these lymph vessels converge to form one of two large
vessels (lymphatic trunks) which are connected to veins
at the base of the neck. When bitten, the venom has
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been injected into this lymph fluid (which makes up the
bulk of the water in your tissues). The only way that the
venom can get into your blood stream is to be moved
from the bite site in the lymphatic vessels. The only way
to do this is to physically move the limbs that were
bitten.
Stay still!!! Venom can’t move if the victim doesn’t move.
Stay still!! Remember people are not bitten into their
blood stream.
In the 1980s a technique called Pressure immobilisation
bandaging was developed to further retard venom
movement. It completely stops venom /lymph transport
toward the blood stream. A firm roll bandage is applied
directly over the bite site (don’t wash the area).
Technique: Three steps: keep them still.
Step 1 - Apply a bandage over the bite site, to an area
about 10cm above and below the bite.
Step 2:- Then using another elastic roller bandage,
apply a firm wrap from fingers/toes all the way to the
armpit/groin. The bandage needs to be firm, but not
so tight that it causes fingers or toes to turn purple or
white. About the tension of a sprain bandage.
Step 3:- Splint the limb so the patient can’t walk or
bend the limb.
Do not cut, incise or suck the venom.
Do not EVER use a tourniquet
Do not remove the shirt or pants - just bandage over
the top of clothing.
Remember movement (like wriggling out of a shirt or
pants) causes venom movement.
DO NOT try to catch, kill or identify the snake!!! This is
important. In hospital we NO LONGER NEED to know
the type of snake; it doesn’t change treatment.
5 years ago we would do a test on the bite, blood or
urine to identify the snake so the correct anti venom
can be used. BUT NOW...we don’t do this. Our new
Antivenom neutralises the venoms of all the 5 listed
snake genus, so it doesn’t matter what snake bit the
patient.
Read that again- one injection for all snakes!
Polyvalent is our one shot wonder, stocked in all
hospitals, so most hospitals no longer stock specific
Antivenins.
Australian snakes tend to have 3 main effects in
differing degrees.
Bleeding - internally and bruising.
Muscles paralysed - causing difficulty talking, moving
& breathing.
Pain - from some snakes, severe muscle pain in the
limb, and days later the bite site can break down
forming a nasty wound.
Allergy to snakes is rarer than winning lotto twice.
Final tips: not all bitten people are envenomated and
only those starting to show symptoms above are given
antivenom.
~ Rob Timmings, Kingston/Robe Health Advisory.
Rob runs a medical/nursing education business teaching
nurses, doctors and paramedics.
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AUSTRALIA DAY PHOTOS
Courtesy: Paul Neill Photography
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MORE AUSTRALIA DAY PHOTOS from Paul Neill Photography

